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Project Summary

Investigation of various problems connected with the fundamental concepts of m easurability of sets and functions is necessary
for further development of many branches of modern mathem atics, such as real and complex analysis, abstract harmonic
analysis, analysis in infinite-dimensional topological vector spaces, ergodic theory, probability theory, the theory of stochastic
processes, game theory, general topology, etc. In this respect, the notion of measurability may be treated or construed in
different ways, accordingly to the specific features of problems under consideration.
The main goal of this project is an examination various approaches to the notion of measurability and to the closely related
notion of smallness of sets in infinite-dimensional topological vector spaces and their introduction in such areas of mathematics
as are the theory of linear functional, the theory of generalized integrals, mathematical statistics, etc. For example, we had used
a notion of the Haar null set introduced by Christensen(1973) for infinite-dimensional Polish topological vector spaces for a
classification of infinite-sample well-founded estimates of a usefull signal into subjective and objective estimates in the case of
the one dimensional stochastic model, which allowed us to get a strong mathematical analysis of conjectures of Jum
Nunnally(1960) and Jacob Cohen(1993) arised under criticism of the theory of statistical decisions and asserted that the Null
Hypothesis is rejected for ''almost every" infinite sample by some Hypothesis Testing of “maximal reliability”. 
So, one can anticipate that any progress in measure theory developped for infinite-dimensional Polish topological vector spaces
will initiate the corresponding progress of the above-mentioned fields of mathematics. Moreover, the area of applications of
measure theory developped for infinite-dimensional Polish topological vector spaces became substantially wider during several
last decades.
In the frame work of the project we anticipate to obtain the following results:

(1) It will be shown that there exists a nontrivial solution of Cauchy functional equation, nonmeasurable with respect to the class
of all translation-invariant extensions of the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure;

(2) By virtue of properties of uniformly distributed sequences of increasing finite sets in infinite-dimensional rectangles will be
obtained an algorithm for a computation of Riemann integrals defined by product measures in ;

(3) By virtue of the Kharazishvili measure construction in an infinite-dimensional topological vector space V will be constructed a
certain class of invariant measures and it will be studied relatively measurability properties for a real-valued function in V with
respect to this class. 
(4) For an arbitrary diffused Borel probability measure in a Polish metric space, will be defined a group operation and an
equivalent metric such that this measure will be a Haar probability measure;

(5) By the method of transfinite recursion, it will be established conditions under which the graph of a given function will be
massive with respect to the product of two measures. Consequently, in accordance with the above-mentioned conditions, some
sufficiently condition will be found for which allow to assert that is relatively measurable with respect to the class of extensions of
the measure ,where is -finite measure on ;
(6) By using -standard and -ordinary “Lebesgue measures” in , it will be obtained a representation of the infinite-dimensional
Dirac delta functional defined on the class of all continuous functions on and by virtue of such a representation some properties
of this functional will be studied;

(7) For each measure extension method (Marczewski’s method, method of Kadaira and Kakutani, method of Kakutani and
Oxtoby) it will be studied the preservation problem of main properties(for example, uniqueness property, ergodicity, Steinhauss
property, etc) for invariant measures.

(8) Under some restrictions, the validity of the Radon-Nikodim Theorem for absolutely continuous ( with respect to an -standard
(or an -ordinary) “ Lebesgue measure”) Borel measures in will be established and some properties of Radon-Nikodim
derivatives will be studied in Solovay model;

(9) By Radon-Nikodim theorem and the property of the metrically transitivity, it will be established necessary and sufficiently
conditions under which a relatively uniqueness will be valid in the class of all sigma finite invariant measures for a concrete
sigma finite invariant measure . 
(10) It will be shown in Solovay model that the domain of an arbitrary generalized integral for vector-function is Haar null in the



sense of Christensen;
(11) For an arbitrary the validity of the Lebesgue density theorem analog for the -standard(or the -ordinary) “Lebesgue measure”
and the differentiation problem for absolutely continuous ( with respect to the same measure) Borel measure in will be
investigated;
(12) It will be investigated a question asking which infinite sample well-founded estimates of a characterizing parameter of some
stochastic processes are objective. 

In our opinion, the topics proposed in this project are of importance and the described research 
methods will lead to substantial progress in studying several actual problems of measure theory and real analysis. We hope that
the unified approach suggested in the project will allow to resolve a sufficiently wide class of tasks in these (and related) areas of
mathematics. Although the tasks and questions mentioned above are different in their nature, they are strongly linked to each
other in respects of motivation, techniques, and methodology.


